Nightingale Class Homework- Term 2- Brilliant Brazil!
Remember

Understand

Can you write all of the
multiples of 5 and 10 to 100 in
numbers and words?
Write in pencil or present your
work in a colourful way of your
choice.

Draw two rainforest animals
and explain their similarities
and differences.

Find all of the continents and
main oceans of the world on a
map.
Present them in your book.

Find out about and compare all
four seasons in the UK with the
seasons in Brazil.

Apply

Analyse

Write a poem about your
favourite rainforest animal.

Would you like to visit Brazil?
Where would you like to go?
Who would you like to meet?
What would you like to do?
What would you like to eat?
Why?

Write a story titled ‘An
Adventure in the Rainforest’.

Find out about a famous
Brazilian person (they could be a
sportsperson, an artist etc).
Create a fact file about them.

Create

Evaluate

Create a rainforest collage
or picture. Can you show
some of the different
features of the Amazon
rainforest?

Write a letter to Class 2 of
Aldington Primary School
persuading them to carry out a
topic on Brazil. Explain to them
why you think it is such a good
topic to carry out.

Research and make a
typical Brazilian dish. You
could take a picture of you
making it and then bring in
the recipe, or you could
bring in your food to share
with the class.

Evaluate our Brazil topic.
What have you enjoyed most and
why? What skills have you learnt
or practised? What was your
least favourite part of the topic?
Why?

Term 2 Homework
 Please complete one homework task each week (homework is handed in by Thursday, marked and
then books return home on a Friday).
 Over the term you should complete one task from each colour of the rainbow above (in any order).
 You have a choice of two activities for each colour but you only need to complete one.
 Please colour the correct section on the rainbow to show the activity you have completed….by the
end of the term, the rainbow will be complete!
 Each week, in your homework book, please write the date and colour a small circle to show your
activity choice.
 Homework should then be evidenced in the homework book .This may be done in the ways
suggested above, or if it is a practical task a photo and/or a sentence would be great.
 Your child will also be given opportunities to share things they have made and discuss what they
have found out with the rest of the class.

